Crispi Airborne Boots
Top ankle protection C.C.S. removable side supports
patented by CRISPI®
Upper: Water-repellent nubuk
Lining:Gore-Tex® Performance Comfort Footwear Lining
Insole: With differentiated structure
Protections: Stitched rubber border.
Removable Footbed: Cambrelle® + Active Carbons + Felt.
Form fitting shape for less strain on the foot arch,
heel and metatarsus. Special CRISPI® No-Slip Design and
Active Carbons Filter with antibacterial properties
Sole: Vibram® with shock absorbing midsole
TECHNOLOGIES:

UP Flight Suit – BALTORO /
KHUMBU
Flying suits are great for flying, but less ideal on the
ground. Combo suits, consisting of jacket and pants which may
be buttoned together, are the obvious solution – and UP
International is introducing our own!
The Baltoro jacket is sewn from a dual-layer laminate with a
breathable membrane and sports welded seams. It has a water
resistance value of up to 5000mm water column, is internally
lined with mesh to improve moisture transport, and all zippers

are made by YKK. When not in use, the entire jacket fits
inside the adjustable hood.
As this jacket is made specifically for flying we have
renounced the industry standard ventilation slits in the
armpits – our tests have shown that these make the jacket
draughty in the air, even when closed. Adequate ventilation is
attained instead through the long zippered external front
pockets. Three internal pockets and watertight external
zippers complete the picture of this multi-purpose outdoor
jacket, which may be connected to the Khumbu pants with simple
press studs.
The Khumbu pants are made from the same dual layer laminated
cloth as the jacket. The legs both have full-length zippers
along the exterior, to allow putting them on even with big
boots. Two side pockets with watertight zippers, an elastic
waist band and snow cuffs at the ankles – including elastic
bands to go under the soles of the boots – make this the most
versatile and complete outdoor bib around.
The

Baltoro

jackets

is

available

in

Black/Sulphur

or

Sulphur/Black in sizes S, M, L and XL for men, and S, M and L
for women.

AirDesign Speedarm
Our stylish AirDesign branded speedarms keep you warm and
reduce drag while maintaining maximum freedom of movement.
The blend of Polyamide and Elastane ensures long lasting
elasticity and a good fit.
To keep the wrists warm a thumb hole in the sleeve lets you
pull the arms down over your hands to prevent the sleeve
riding up.

80% Polyamide, 20% Elastane
Size S/M:
Size L/XL:

body height 150-180 cm
body height 166-195 cm

AirDesign T-Shirt Woman
155g/m2, comfort TM-material for a soft and smooth feeling
100% Comfort Soft Cotton
Colours: turquoise
Sizes: S, M, L

AirDesign T-Shirt Camo (Man)
AD Camo
175g/m2, comfort TM-material for a soft and smooth feeling,
slim body fit
AirDesign internal print labeling
100% Comfort soft cotton
Colours: black
Sizes: S, M, L, XL

AirDesign T-Shirt Beach (Man)
AirDesign Beach
155g/m2, comfort TM-material for a soft and smooth feeling
100% Comfort soft cotton
Colours: yellow
Sizes: S, M, L, XL

UP Balaclava CERRO TORRE
“WARMER IN ALL CONDITIONS”
The UP balaclava “Cerro Torre” has been a valued companion for
cold-weather pilots all over the world for years. We’ve
updated the design for 2009, making the new Cerro Torre an
even more complete package for you to enjoy your flying in any
kind of weather.
Features include the mesh mouth cover, the long neck section
that keeps draught at bay, and the flat seams which serve to
ensure that the hood remains comfortable beneath your helmet
even after many hours in the air.
Sizes: one size fits all

UP Beanie “EL CAP“
“WARMER IN ALL CONDITIONS”
Look cool while staying warm! We have made our knit beanie for
these two purposes and we think it fulfills them perfectly. UP
logo on the front. One size fits all.

UP T-Shirt Lady
“FASHION & STYLE”
No tee collection without a model that celebrates the little
differences. The UP Lady is cut for the girls, uses cotton
with elastathane and comes in girls sizes S to XL.

UP T-Shirt 1972
“FASHION & STYLE”
The 1972 logo celebrates UP’s unmatched heritage in the freeflying business. Colours are orange or olive, material is 100%
cotton and sizes S to XL.

UP T-Shirt “Big Star”
“FASHION & STYLE”
The Big Star logo is a UP classic and spices up any day out.
Brown or white, all cotton in sizes S to XL.

UP Speed Top “RACE”
SMOOTH LOOKS
Speed tops are used by comp pilots to keep drag down, or by
dune warriors to keep sun and sand at bay. We have a new one
ready for them all! The UP Speed Top is used over the
windbreaker to keep drag down on cold days, or alone or over a
fleece top on warmer days. Zippered collar and sizes M, L and
XL to choose from complete the very smooth picture

